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Appearance and Meaning: An examination of tension, balance and space

As I sit in front of my computer to write this essay I see a blank, white sheet of paper (albeit a
digital variety) waiting in expectation for the words I’m about to write for this Unit. There is a sense
of déjà vu as I search for words in the same way that I view a blank sheet of paper or canvas when
starting to draw or paint a new work. The paper appears to be issuing an invitation for me to make
a mark. Yet making the decision as to how and where can be extremely difficult.

In both, however, the struggle and search to find meaning can often move forward without an
understanding of where the piece is heading and it is only as we move forward that we gain greater
clarity of what is being shaped in the work and move with more confidence.

I often do not know where I am heading until I have arrived. In the process, I juggle elements of
proportion, tone and balance as well as unseen images within my inner experience and feeling.
Or in the case of writing a text, particular instances, concepts, words and sentences.

To start things moving I would suggest that bringing a Point of Balance to a work of art is not just
confined to the work itself, its platform and the artist’s ‘tools’ but involves the artist’s inner self
(and possible state of mind) beyond mere hand or craft skills, great though those may be. Amongst
these tools these extra parts are what I shall be exploring in this essay.

In physics the definition of a Point of Balance is the centre mass of an object where the entire mass
of the object may be represented as being concentrated. (Science Buddies. 1 Internet)

The balance of an object has everything to do with the distribution of its mass. (Science
Buddies. 2 Internet)

Although this definition is, in particular, about a 3 dimensional object the principal still applies to a
2 dimensional drawing or painting as an artist is creating and playing with a medium to create
space. The blank sheet of paper in itself is space so adding a medium into this space can
sometimes feel like adding an object.

If I go back to consider this blank sheet of paper, I see its shape; landscape or portrait, four edges,
four corners and one plane. I know there is another plane facing away from me. As such it has a
surface that faces every direction. Interestingly and coincidentally, one can never view both sides
of the paper at the same time. (See blank sheet of paper, image A, p9)

1 Science Buddies, Circus Science: How to Balance Anything (internet) Available from
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/bring-science-home-circus-balance/ (Accessed 10 Dec 2016)

2 Science Buddies, Circus Science: How to Balance Anything (internet) Available from
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/bring-science-home-circus-balance/ (Accessed 10 Dec 2016)
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There is an expectation, a potential in the emptiness of the blank, white sheet of paper – it is often
used as an analogy for new beginnings, a ‘clean slate’, ‘turning a new leaf’. It is a place of stasis,
waiting, in which all forces are equal and opposing, and as such they cancel each other out. You
could say the sheet of paper is in neutral and waiting for the hand that puts it into gear.

Kenya Hara in his book ‘White’ describes the materialised energy of paper as ‘ itoshiroshi’: ‘that
extreme form of purity that is ladled out of chaos and which appears to us as both potentiality and
actuality’. 3 (Hara 2010/2015 p014)

The physicality of the paper’s surface and the tautness inherent in the space stretched across to
every edge of the paper is not dissimilar to a pool of undisturbed water where the surface tension
behaves like an elastic membrane. This surface tension is visible when a Water Strider (or Pond
Skater) insect dashes over the water, its feet making small indents in the surface. There is an instant,
visible reaction to anything that touches this glass-like surface. (See Water Strider, image B, p9)

The same thing happens to the first mark on the paper, and those that follow, except the change is
less immediately visible to the eye, being more often sensed through gut feeling and intuition.
If I fold a piece of paper the act of folding increases the tension within the paper as if it were an
elastic membrane. If I fold each fold in opposite directions I increase the strength of the paper as
the tension builds.

The process of folding brings the two sides of the paper into view as the folds alternate, each
surface can become inside or outside as the process of folding occurs. In practical terms one can
only fold a piece of paper, successfully, four times. Deleuze extends this simple act into a
metaphor for spiritual and worldly perception, making an analogy between inside/outside and
matter and soul, with the fold as infinite divider: ‘The inside and the outside: the infinite fold
separates or moves between matter and soul, the façade and the closed room, the outside and the
inside’. 4 (Deleuze, G. 2006 p39)

On unfolding the creased paper to view the revealed grid one can see that light and shadows have
been created. The grid’s uniformity adds quietness to the increased tension on the paper’s
surface. The grid has maintained the stasis within the blank paper or canvas whilst ratcheting up
the tension. (See Folded Paper, image C, p9)

What adds to the beauty of this image is the whiteness of the paper and the emptiness it evokes
and this pushes against the structure of the grid as do the shades of grey and tonal qualities of the
shadows triggered by the folds.

Kenya Hara talks about paper’s absence of colour and how it’s brilliant ‘whiteness’ and its taut
‘resilience’ changed history. It was a breakthrough that evoked a primeval world of unblemished
purity and calm …’ 5 (Hara 2010/2015 p015)

Hara also discusses white as an absence of colour as well as having temporal and spatial principles
such as intervals of space and time, empty margins and abstract concepts such as non existence
and zero.

3 Hara, K. 2010/2015 White 2nd ed. Zurich, Switzerland: Lars Muller Publishers

4 Deleuze, G. 2006 The Fold 4th ed. London / New York: Continuum

5 Hara, K. 2010/2015 White 2nd ed. Zurich, Switzerland: Lars Muller Publishers
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Writing about typesetting in 1967, before the advent of computers, Emil Ruder dealt with simpler
elements than the range possible in an artwork, but his guidelines provide a clear exposition of the
key relationships. He describes the use of intuition and feeling in understanding proportion and
ratio, and the need for tension in a beautiful piece of typography or designed layout.

‘He must spare no effort to tutor his feeling for proportion so that he can judge how much a given
ratio can bear. He must know intuitively when the tension between several things is so great that
harmony is endangered. But he must also know how to avoid relationships lacking in tension since
these lead to monotony’, he writes in ‘Typography’. (Ruder 1967 p108)

It is Interesting how Ruder talks about ‘the ratio’ in building tension. In my mind it is like putting
‘weight’ into an image alongside something light, and juggling between the two as if it were a sound
bar. At one end one finds flatness and monotony and at the other end loudness and lack of
sensitivity. In the middle is a place that is, perhaps, too safe. Either end of the scale causes the
tension to collapse. Stretching the ratio from the centre to push it to a point without collapse is the
desired goal.

The skills a typographer learns directly relate to how an artist seeks to build tension into a painting
or drawing and these are listed by Ruder as: What is the relationship between one value and
another? How is a given type size related to a second or third? What are the relations between the
printed and unprinted areas? What is the relationship between the colour value and quality and grey
of the type matter? How do the various tones of grey compare? The proper observation of these
principles is crucial for the beauty of a printed work, and for its formal and functional qualities.
7 (Ruder 1967 p108)

In the following image Ruder has given us a series of fixed squares which are divided horizontally
and vertically in ever changing proportions and one can see the play within these of different
emphasis of balance through areas that would be filled with content and those that would be
empty spaces. (See ever-changing proportions, Emil Ruder. Image D p9)

And even Matisse, surprisingly, gives more emphasis to the surface of the canvas, the empty spaces
and proportion within his work than the passion and likeness of an individual he is representing
within the work.

In Matisse’s ‘Colour and Similarity’ he says: ‘For me expression is not, say, in the passion which wells
up in a face or is manifested by a violent gesture. It lies rather in the whole arrangement of my
picture: in the surface which contains the bodies, in the empty parts around them and in the
proportions’. 8 (Ruder 1967 p52)

One could liken it to ‘Le Chatelier’s Principle’ named after Henri le Chatelier, a French chemist who
stated that if a constraint (such as a change in pressure, temperature, or concentration of a
reactant) is applied to a system in equilibrium, the equilibrium will shift so as to counteract the
effect of the constraint. So, as one starts to add elements to the white space it will respond
accordingly.

6

6 Ruder, E. 1967 Typography Switzerland: Arthur Niggli Ltd

7 Ruder, E. 1967 Typography Switzerland: Arthur Niggli Ltd

8 Ruder, E. 1967 Typography Switzerland: Arthur Niggli Ltd
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The empty parts of a painting or white space on the paper are not passive but extremely important;
they have weight and presence that push against the added marks and, used correctly, will add
strength to the work. Because empty spaces are often white they tend to get forgotten or filled to
a point where there is no tension left within the work. As Ruder says, this leads to monotony.

Ruder reminds us that in the architecture of the Baroque, in modern architecture and sculpture,
and in oriental philosophy and art the significance of created form and the effect of the
counter-form arising in space are held to be of equal value. Yin Yang is an example from the East.
In this Chinese philosophy, Yin and Yang (dark-bright) describe seemingly opposite or contrary
forces that can be complimentary, interconnected and interdependent.

He goes on to say that the oriental philosophers hold that the essence of created form depends on
empty space. ‘Without its hollow interior a jug is merely a lump of clay, and it is only the empty space
inside that makes it into a vessel’. 9 (Ruder 1967 p16)

It is important to remember that the empty white space has equal value to the dark part of the
drawing and actively pushes against this dark area … they activate each other using the surface
tension. The skill comes in using those tensions to bring them to a point of balance. That’s when
everything starts to sing.

Bridget Riley’s Kiss is a beautiful example of the use of black and white space that is
asymmetrically balanced. (See Bridger Riley Kiss, image E p10)

Flow and the balance in the artist’s mind

Juggling all these elements becomes a dance or a piece of music and when deeply engaged, the
artist is described as being in a place of flow. It’s a psychological state where the focus narrows
right down into total absorption in the emerging art, the artist experiences subjective loss of time
and a feeling of complete joy. This is described as being ’ in the zone’ or ‘ in the flow’ by the
psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihali. 10 (Csiksezentmihali 2004 Internet)

Experiencing ‘flow’ is an inner experience through which your entire being is touched and moved.
Interestingly enough, Martha J. Morelock says the ability to enter the flow state is a product of the
‘creative rage’ to master. It’s an intellectual craving for stimulation alongside cognitive
requirements in the same way as the physical body craves food and oxygen. 11 (Kaufman and
Gregoire 2015 p18)

9 Ruder, E. 1967 Typography Switzerland: Arthur Niggli Ltd

10 Csikszentmihali, M. (2004) Ted talk: Flow the secret to happiness. (internet) Available from
https://www.ted.com/talks/mihaly_csikszentmihalyi_on_flow (Accessed 11 December 2016)

11 Kaufman, SB and Gregoire, C. 2015 Wired to Create: Unravelling the Mysteries of the Creative Mind.
New York: Penguin Random House LLC
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Arriving at a point of balance within a drawing, I suggest, starts by harnessing elements outside the
sheet of paper, rather like a yoga master who lays his mat on the ground to practice his asanas and
creates inner peace through physical action. Through this action there is a melding of body, mind
and emotions. The more you strive for inner peace the less you are able to achieve it and when you
do achieve it the realisation that you have arrived is the trigger to instantly lose it. Creativity and
finding a point of balance can be much the same. Especially if the process involves intuition and
openness.

The format of the paper can have an effect on a work, whether it’s the calming influence and
symmetry of the square as used effectively by Agnes Martin, or the ‘rhythm of the edges and sides
of a rectangle’ that use the proportions of the golden ratio to bring balance. As does the use of
rhythm and repetition in a composition that harmonizes with the format of the paper or contrasts
with it. (See Agnes Martin, image F p10)

An artwork may be deliberately unbalanced to create a feeling of unease, while creating a balance
brings a sense of stillness to a work. Both harness the tension across the blank canvas/sheet of
paper to bring power to the work.

Traditionally this was often achieved by the Golden proportion – an effect that is echoed in nature
and was used by Leonardo and Botticelli, amongst others, as the basis for their compositions.

Bridget Riley, not unsurprisingly, says the structure of her work has to be precisely balanced and
she does this through a juxtaposition of colour, form, proportion and directions. If one ‘listens’ to
her speak in Conversation, 1972 where she is interviewed by Robert Kudielka the words tension,
energy and balance often come up. Here, for example she is talking about scale:

Scale is not simply size, although size is a factor of scale, changing the size of an image always
means recreating its scale. I have to readjust and rebalance the factors involved. It is an act of
perceptual equation. 12 (Kudielka. 2005 p20) (See horizontal stripe, image G on p10)

Making a balanced work does not mean you have to have something centrally placed and a work of
art that generates peacefulness doesn’t make the initiator of the work a calm person.

In Theravada Buddhism, they talk of the ‘middle way’, a place between opposing extremes, a
balanced way of living, behaving and treating others well was thought to be the path to end
suffering. This middle way is often mistaken for a neutral or passive place, but it is really a way of
reconciling opposing elements for maximum harmony and effectiveness. 13 (Kaufman and Gregoire
2015 p115)

There is no doubt that establishing a point of balance uses all the tools of proportion, juggling one
value against another, looking at space filled and unfilled, tones of colour or tonal qualities of grey
and how they compare, hands on skills with the materials used to create a visual order to harness
the latent tension on a canvas or white sheet of paper. Or of constructing a visual order which
produces and accommodates, in Bridget Riley’s case, disorder without yielding to it.

12 Kudielka, R. (2005) Robert Kudielka on Bridget Riley: Essays and interviews 1972-2003 Manchester: London

13 Csikszentmihali, M. (2004) Ted talk: Flow the secret to happiness. (internet) Available from
https://www.ted.com/talks/mihaly_csikszentmihalyi_on_flow (Accessed 11 December 2016)
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To add something extra to a point of balance one has to bring to the work an experience of a
journey, the stillness and restlessness, the engagement of both body and mind without judgement,
to show the here and now of the moment. Living the work as an extension of oneself. What one
would like to do is change perceptions by creating a picture or drawing that goes on being elusive
after the first look.

Yo-Yo Ma recalls advice from the cellist Leonard Rose: ‘become ‘one’ with the instrument.’ ‘The
strings are your voice, and the cello your lungs’… Ma’s love for his instrument is apparent to anyone
who sees him perform, as is the way his cello functions as a direct extension of his own inner fillings,
reflections and strivings.’ 14 (Kaufman and Gregoire 2015 p15)

John Hoyland in talking about his own work says: ‘I think painting is very much an extension of
one’s interior self. If you can get the painting to be a true extension of the way you feel – physically
and mentally, all the emotions – if you can make that concrete, then you’ve got this authentic thing.’
15 (Crabbe, Internet)

Baron Baptiste describes the opportunity to discover, in his case through his yoga practice, that
space within yourself where you experience being perfectly whole….where you and life originate.
‘You shift from being a character in the story of life to being the playwright authoring the story
creatively, consciously, freely and totally. In an even broader sense, you become the space in which
the whole story of your life occurs.’ 16 (Baptiste 2016 p7)

14 Kaufman, SB and Gregoire, C. 2015 Wired to Create: Unravelling the Mysteries of the Creative
Mind. New York: Penguin Random House LLC

15 Crabbe, G. (2016) The art of contemplation: Mindfulness in galleries. (Internet) available from
https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/article/magazine-art-of-contemplation-mindfulness

16 Baptiste, B. 2016 Perfectly imperfect: The art and soul of yoga practice. California: Hay House, Inc
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Conclusion

One might say that’s all very well but managing all this is easier said than done and you’d be right.
The struggle to attain a point of balance is a lifetime’s journey and not just something one engages
with when starting a new work of art.

Just when you think you have established this perfect point of balance in your hand, you realise it’s
not something you can hold on to. It’s something you have to reach for all the time.
The status quo is change and we respond with constant adjustments in our attempts to find or
return to the ‘just being’ place and in this ‘being state’, if attained, one realises it is ‘a point of finite
exquisite balance’.

To experience this ‘being state’ we should allow ourselves to encounter, as Gill Crabbe suggests, the
experience of the artist, through simple mindfulness techniques …by doing so we enter into a
dialogue with the work. We become aware of ‘all the senses, but also the feelings – pleasant or
unpleasant – within the body, as well as emotions’ in just such a way as the artist may have done.
We simply encounter the work as a direct experience in the ‘here and now’. 17 (Crabbe, Internet)

The Berkeley study found that the common strands that transcended all creative fields was an
openness to one’s inner life, a preference for complexity and ambiguity, an unusually high
tolerance for disorder and disarray, the ability to extract order from chaos, independence,
unconventionality, and a willingness to take risks. 18 (Kaufman and Gregoire 2015 pxxiii) It’s not
surprising, therefore, that Kaufman tells us that creative people have messy minds.

Interestingly, two artists who wrestled with their inner demons or messy minds, Agnes Martin and
Mark Rothko (Rothko committing suicide in the end), both produced work of great balance and
calmness. I’d suggest that both artists escaped to the ‘zone’ to wrestle with the materiality of the
medium they worked with and by doing so, for a moment, left their daytime demons behind. What
they looked for was the interior authenticity that Hoyland describes to raise the work to a level
beyond the ordinary.

Having pulled from my interior self a mound of thoughts, feelings and ideas and thrown them at
the paper I 'stand' back to view the earlier blank sheet now filled with words, sentences and
paragraphs that cast shades of grey across the white space and, metaphorically speaking, pin
it on the wall to consider...

One wonders if there is a another deeper language or meaning that is at play within an artist's work
that brings that 'extra' fine sense of tension and balance ... a balancing of inner and outer
experience through the creative process? And does this balancing of inner and outer self bring
something indefinable to the finished work?

17 Crabbe, G. (2016) The art of contemplation: Mindfulness in galleries. (Internet) available from
https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/article/magazine-art-of-contemplation-mindfulness

18 Kaufman, SB and Gregoire, C. 2015 Wired to Create: Unravelling the Mysteries of the Creative Mind.
New York: Penguin Random House LLC
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